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Ukraine: Background, Conflict with Russia, and U.S. Policy
Ukraine, and revitalize status), 30% (2001 census)talks with Russia on conflict resolution The United States has long supported Ukraine’s
independence, sovereignty, and democratic trajectory Since 2014, many Members of Congress have condemned Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
promoted sanctions against Russia for its actions, and
Black Square: Adventures in Post-Soviet Ukraine
the course of ten years working, traveling, and reporting in Ukraine and Russia, over a period that included the Maidan revolution of 2013–14,
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, and the ensuing war in eastern Ukraine With a keen eye for the dark absurdities of post-Soviet society, Pinkham
presents a dynamic account of contemporary Ukrainian life
Ukraine and Russia: Ever Closer Neighbors?
Ukraine and Russia: Ever Closer Neighbors? June 8, 2011 Olga Shumylo-Tapiola When he took power in the spring of 2010, Ukrainian President
Viktor Yanukovych was widely seen as a pro-Russian politician inclined to seek compromises with Moscow His predecessor, Viktor Yuschenko, left
behind
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Evolving Dynamics of Societal Security and the Potential ...
beyond Ukraine The potential for conﬂict was always present in post-Soviet Ukraine, but this essay examines the facts of when, how and why conﬂict
happened, and how it was related to weak state institutions, centre–periphery relations and an unsettled relationship with Russia Relying on our
analytical
The fallacy of ‘compartmentalisation’: the West and Russia ...
West and Russia from Ukraine flicts in the post-Soviet space—an approach that somehow survived russia’s invasion of Georgia in 2008 The uS, russia
and France continue to co-chair the negotiation process to resolve the armenian–azerbaijani conflict and, of course, russia’s influence
2301 Constitution Ave., NW • Washington, DC 20037 • 202 ...
The Ukraine-Russia Conflict Signals and Scenarios for the Broader Region Summary • Russia’s annexation of Crimea and the military operations in
eastern Ukraine have overturned the post–Cold War norms that provided stability and development for the former …
Understanding and Explaining the Ukraine Russia Conflict
• Regional: declining demand and economic growth in Europe, Russia, Ukraine and the states of Eurasian Union –starting to pick up, but should the
hostilities flare up currencies and trade will slow down again • Bilateral: Russia is firmly anointed in the minds of Ukrainian elites and the
! 1! The Ukrainian Crisis
tanks7 8 Russia called Ukraine inept at quelling domestic unrest and threatened violence should any Russian-speakers be harmed The Ukrainian
interim President maintains that they are fighting an “Eastern enemy” rather than true domestic dissidents in East Ukraine9 After talks between the
EU, US, Ukraine and Russia in Geneva in late April,
PUTIN’S INFORMATION WARFARE IN UKRAINE
autocracies in the post-Third Wave of Democracy order, and the radicalization of party systems She also closely monitors domestic developments
within Russia and Ukraine in the context of international security, and regularly travels to Russia and Ukraine Ms
WHOSE RULES, WHOSE SPHERE? RUSSIAN GOVERNANCE …
TASK FORCE ON US POLICY TOWARD RUSSIA, UKRAINE, AND EURASIA WHOSE RULES, WHOSE SPHERE? RUSSIAN GOVERNANCE AND
INFLUENCE IN POST-SOVIET STATES ALEXANDER COOLEY INTRODUCTION In his March 18, 2014, address following Russia’s annexation of the
Ukrainian territory of Crimea, Russian President Vladimir Putin outlined Russia’s
Foreign Relations Committee States, Ukraine and Russia.
in a post‐Soviet state overthrowing the ruling government It is important to remember that Ukraine and Russia are closely integrated economically
The industrial eastern part of Ukraine provides much of the hardware for Russia’s military‐industrial
Ukraine, Russia and the U.S. Policy Response
meet their commitments by supporting Ukraine and pressuring Russia to halt actions that violate the memorandum Third, Russia’s actions constitute
a fundamental challenge to the post-war order in Europe The illegal seizure of Crimea is the most blatant land-grab that Europe has seen since 1945
Why the Ukraine Crisis Is the West's Fault: The Liberal ...
Ukraine out of Russia's orbit and integrate it into the West At the same time, the eu's expansion eastward and the West's backing of the prodemocracy movement in Ukraine—beginning with the Orange Revolution in 2004—were critical elements, too Since the mid-1990s, Russian leaders
have adamantly opposed nato enlargement, and in
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Margarete Klein Russia’s Military Policy in the Post ...
Russia’s Military Policy in the Post-Soviet Space January 2019 6 On the other hand, Moscow’s attempt to create one-sided dependencies on Russia
through bilateral and multilateral cooperation was not completely viable With the exception of Georgia, Moldova …
TLP: White Analysis of the Cyber Attack on the Ukrainian ...
E-ISAC | Analysis of the Cyber Attack on the Ukrainian Power Grid | March 18, 2016 vi See the Appendix for an evaluation of the credibility and
amount of technical information that is publicly available Keeping Perspective The cyber attacks in Ukraine are the first publicly acknowledged
incidents to …
Russia’s “Ambiguous Warfare” and Implications for the U.S ...
Russia’s actions in Crimea and Ukraine clearly align with this concept, though numerous participants pointed out that it is not a new concept for
Russia The “Gerasimov Doctrine” Recent events in Crimea and Ukraine were foreshadowed by an article published February 27, 2013, by Russian
chief of the general staff Valery Gerasimov in the
Russia and China: Axis of revisionists?
GLOBAL CHINA RUSSIA AND CHINA: AXIS OF REVISIONISTS? GREAT POWERS 3 the launch of a war in southeastern Ukraine The imposition of
US and EU sanctions and other attempts
Rethinking the Regional Order for Post-Soviet Europe and ...
Rethinking the Regional Order for Post-Soviet Europe and Eurasia Author: Samuel Charap, Jeremy Shapiro, Alyssa Demus Subject: This Perspective
proposes a new approach to the regional order in post-Soviet Europe and Eurasia that would foster greater stability in the region and reduce
dangerous tensions in Russia-West relations Created Date
Crime, Criminal Justice, and Criminology in Post-Soviet ...
Crime, Criminal Justice, and Criminology in Post-Soviet Ukraine 3 GEOPOLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE kraine is one of the linchpins of stability in EastCentral Europe Comparable to France in both area and population, Ukraine is, after Russia, the largest and most prominent of the successor states of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
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